FOREWORD

Leer  Cоnie
Dear Reader,
My name is Connie, and I’m delighted to be a part of this
project to share information with humanity. Not too long ago, I
was highly skeptical and only believed what my eyes saw—until
my autistic son, Daniel, “came out of the closet” with his spiritual gifts. He and the Autist Collective have converted me. I
have witnessed magic firsthand during these chaotic times. The
Autists have been great educators and guides to the New Earth.
From the beginning, after I learned about my son, he was
adamant that he needed to share his knowledge about the New
Earth with the world and wanted me to be his voice. Being the
shy gal that I am, I outright refused. How could I do this? What
platform would I use? Who would believe me?
I got involved with this project because of the sincerity of
the others involved: the author Alex Marcoux, the channel
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Shauna Kalicki, and my son gently nudged me to put my energy
into this book. It is time to share and for me to come out of my
shell. I no longer fear being ridiculed or perceived as crazy, nor
should any of you. What is crazy is to accept the information
being fed to you simply because the majority agrees with it.
It is time for humanity to have a new and different experience
to discover the New Earth. This book will permit readers to learn
about it and realize that they are in it and need to relish its beauty.
I am the transcriber of the channeling sessions involved
with this project. I provide structure to the sessions by creating
follow-up questions for clarity. I have read many New Age,
spiritual, and New Thought books and was often left scratching
my head confused about what I just read. I wished someone
could break it down for me in an easier-to-understand way.
Our group made every effort to make this book easy to
understand, especially for those new to this “woo” spiritual
world. Yet, we trust that those who have been on the path will
find jewels within also.
Most importantly, this book was created and written with
love and integrity. I utilized my intuition to discern the information coming through the channel and validated that information through Daniel, who uses a plastic communication
board to communicate. The Autist Collective is a group of
“silent” heroes who have been ushering in the New Earth and
shedding light for humanity to witness this birthing and reveal
how genuinely divine you are. As you read this book, I hope you
experience the joy, magic, and love that went into its creation.
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It is truly an honor to be here in these epic times with each
one of you. This project has been a wonderful learning experience for me, and I hope it is for you.
As I finished typing this message to you, I asked Daniel if
he wanted to share something with the readers.
He typed on my laptop keyboard, “Welcome home.”
He is welcoming you to the New Earth, and let this book be
your guide.
Much love,
Connie

Leer  Shauna Kalicki
Dear Reader,
Welcome to this book and perhaps some interesting
insights for you to ponder. I have known Connie, Daniel, and
Alex since 2016. We have shared many magical moments.
Some have been intense, while others have been whimsical—
yet all have been life-changing for me.
Alex asked if I would channel for this book. Admittedly, at
first, while I was comfortable tapping the information for our
small group and myself, I hadn’t shared it with others like you.
Throughout my life, I have experienced insights and wisdom
from Archangels, some Ethereal Autists, and Ascended
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Masters, particularly the Magdalenes. In 2018, I began channeling Cerian, a sixteenth-dimensional collective. Sharing
this information with the world was a bit of a leap for me and,
ultimately, my gift to you.
This book is an endeavor of love and carries hope and
encouragement for each of us. Remember to surrender to your
True Self.
In light, love, and service,
Shauna
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INTRODUCTION
All great truths begin as blasphemies.
—George Bernard Shaw

THERE IS A SHIFT IN CONSCIOUSNESS occurring on

our planet. We are witnessing and experiencing the spiritual
evolution of humanity. Many await the prophesized return of
Jesus, or the Second Coming, for the last Day of Judgment.
Some also expect the emergence of the New Heavens and New
Earth as being the final state of redeemed humanity.
What if no savior is coming? What if the New Earth is
already here? What if you only need to shift your perspective
to experience it? And what if “all this” is a game to see if you
awaken to the truth about who you are?
Destination New Earth depicts conversations between the
Masters and me. The “Masters” I refer to are Mother Mary,
an Ethereal Autist named Daniel, and Cerian, a higher-dimensional consciousness speaking through one voice. Some
of these dialogues occurred while Shauna Kalicki, a psychic
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medium, channeled the beings. Other discussions occurred
while Connie asked her son, Daniel, to verify or expand on
topics emerging in the channeling sessions.
The channeling sessions were prearranged to answer questions (unknown to the channel) about the New Earth. The
emerged conversations took us in surprising directions, challenged my New Thought beliefs, and brought up information
we believe humanity needs to hear.
Within this text, I dialogue with Ascended Masters about
the New Earth and the role of Autists in humanity’s spiritual
evolution. The content explores the energetic connection
between ancient peoples throughout time, revealing that the
fall in consciousness in Lemuria and Atlantis was intentional
and that this life is a game we chose to play. Or did we? What
if, to remain in control, some didn’t play by the rules at the
game’s onset?
The evolution of humanity begins with each awakening
to their authentic self and living their divine blueprint. Each
person has a unique role to play in this spiritual evolution.
When we awaken to our purpose and live authentically, we
become part of a much larger plan to assist humanity in this
journey to the New Earth.
There is a spiritual war occurring. It is a real war and has
real casualties: those surrendering their sovereignty. Without
reaching a critical mass of people who awaken, humanity’s
evolution is at risk. Some parties fight to assist humanity in this
spiritual evolution, while others attempt to control humankind
xvi
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and prevent people from awakening to their true selves.
Each person has a role in this journey. If your part is to
evolve in this consciousness shift, this book is for you.
I recognize that conveying deep topics is challenging for
any writer. The first time I read Eckhart Tolle’s A New Earth, I
felt uneducated. Don’t get me wrong, Mr. Tolle is brilliant and
an excellent teacher, but it was as if I was reading a different
language or had picked up a book in the middle of a series and
missed the earlier books. I do not want you to have that same
experience while reading this material.
Some of this information is deep. To support each person’s
experience, and to provide definitions for terms and names you
might not be familiar with, I created an extensive glossary at
the back of this book and online at my website (alexmarcoux.
com/ascension-glossary). We are all on different paths, and I
don’t want to lose anyone.
Since 2011, I have been on a path learning about what this
book introduces as “Pure Autism.” Who are the Pure Autists,
and what do they have to do with humanity’s spiritual evolution? To simplify, let’s just say they are higher spiritual beings.
I’ve devoted the past decade to learning from them, studying,
and writing books like The Unsuspected Heroes and Destination
New Earth.
Over the years, I’ve sensed that some spiritual teachers,
particularly those asking to be followed, were not authentic.
Yet, I’ve never felt inauthenticity with the Autists. They’ve never
asked to be followed nor demanded anything from anyone.
xvii
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They are here serving us and asking much of their families and
caregivers to support them while doing their work, all because
they love us.
I used fiction to communicate their stories in The
Unsuspected Heroes. I chose that path because it felt safer
to reveal what I’d learned in a novel. This book is nonfiction. However, as the novel reads “out of this world,” so will
Destination New Earth because the truth is unbelievable. There
is no doubt that some readers will dub this book blasphemous.
Others will cry, “Conspiracy theory!”
This information is not exactly warm and fuzzy. Some of
it is downright controversial. But it is time to make it known
to humanity. Destination New Earth will resonate with some,
while others will be challenged by it. Although it is not yet clear
where you will fit, I ask that you read this with an open heart
and mind. That is your job. My job is to convey the information
that resonates as Truth.
Deep gratitude for you and all that you do,
Alex Marcoux

xviii

PART I

In the Begiing

CHAPTER 1:

Truth th a
Capital “ T ”
When more and more people resonate by
living their Truth, individually, they are a
note. Collectively they are a symphony.
—Cerian

EVER SINCE I CAN REMEMBER , I have searched for Truth.

No, that capital “T” on Truth is not a typo. I am not referring
to the truth as something factual or a deeply held belief. What
I mean is that I have searched for the Truth about God, the
meaning of life, who we are, and why we are here.
As a fourth-grader, I remember Sister Clara asking me to
stand before my classmates and unexpectedly drilling me with
questions regarding religion. This oral examination was the
1
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first my teacher had given our class, so I was a bit surprised and
nervous. With each correct answer to her questions, however,
my confidence grew. Then she asked, “Out of all the apostles,
who betrayed Jesus?”
“Peter,” I said.
“That is wrong,” smiling, almost taking delight in my error.
“Peter denied Jesus Christ three times,” I squeaked out.
“Judas was Jesus’s loyal friend.”
“Peter indeed denied Christ, but Judas betrayed him by
handing him over to the authorities for some coins.”
We had a few other words; then, I heard something that
has never left me. Sister Clara called me a “dumb Marcoux.”
Those two words stayed with me, and I somehow pledged to
prove her wrong.
I share that story not to mar your impression of the nun
but to thank her publicly. Undoubtedly, being labeled “dumb”
motivated me to prove otherwise to protect my father’s name.
More importantly, it steered me on a path to search for many
Truths lost to humanity.
I grew up Roman Catholic. Our family was deep-rooted in
its traditions; I even had an aunt who was a nun and an uncle
who was a priest. My parents expected that I follow the faith.
As a young girl, I thought about being a priest but learned I
couldn’t because I was the wrong sex. The message from this
blatant sexual discrimination was that only men were good
enough to receive the sacrament of ordination, or holy orders.
That was something that never felt right with me.
2
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When one of my older cousins married a Jewish man,
my uncle, the priest, forbade the family to attend my cousin’s
wedding. The family became estranged over this incident for
decades, and healing did not begin until my uncle passed away.
My experiences told me that the Church holds great control
over people and families. When I divorced my husband in my
early twenties, the Church’s rules prevented me from participating in the sacrament of Holy Communion during mass.
Then, it turned its back on me once again when I chose the
companionship of a same-sex partner.
When researching one of my earlier novels, I dove into
the Old Testament and was horrified that Jehovah hardened
the people’s hearts so they would resist Him—so He could
slaughter them (Joshua 6, 10; Exodus 10). I did not recall this
information being part of my CCD (Confraternity of Christian
Doctrine) education when I was in high school.
As an adult, I broached the subject with my mother, trying
to understand how she could follow a faith with such a God.
She said she hadn’t read the Bible, as they were discouraged
to do so but were encouraged to follow on blind faith and the
Church’s interpretations provided to the congregants.
The Church has many secrets, and some are coming to
light, like in 1969 after the Second Vatican Council when it
quietly announced that Mary Magdalene was no longer the
whore in the New Testament, but that’s the tip of the iceberg.
I am not anti-Catholic; in fact, I am grateful that I grew up
in the Church. It provided a rich foundation of information,
3
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instilled a curiosity within me, and indirectly encouraged that I
ask questions. Some answers to my questions provide opportunities for healing humanity, which has led me to write this book.

SYNCHRONICITIES AND THE ROSE
Throughout my life, synchronicities, meaningful coincidences have guided me. Sometimes I get the messages right
away, while other times, it can take years for the lightbulb to go
off, and then, after the fact, I know the sign’s meaning.
The first synchronicities I recall were when I was in my
twenties and involved the rose. At the time, plentiful appearances or signs of the rose became so mysterious that I ended up
getting two tattoos of a rose when it wasn’t exactly fashionable
for women to get tattoos.
Decades later, while searching for Truth, I learned that the
rose and lily symbolize Mary Magdalene or the Magdalenes
(a group of Essenes that included Mary Magdalene, Yeshua
(Jesus), Mother Mary, Anna, and many others). Only recently,
it hit me that my grandmother on my mother’s side was Lillia
LaFleur (meaning “lily the flower”), and my paternal grandmother’s maiden name was Derosier, meaning “from the rose
bushes.” Could the Universe have been telling me all along to
seek the Truth in the Magdalene line?
In any case, my quest for Truth has been lifelong, and many
of my lessons and discoveries have made their way into earlier
4
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novels and my spiritual self-help book, Lifesigns: Tapping the
Power of Synchronicity, Serendipity and Miracles.

THE UNSUSPECTED HEROES
In 2011, I was connected with Gayle Lee and Lyrica
Marquez through an odd referral. They hired me to help
them move their book, AWEtizm: A Hidden Key to Our
Spiritual Magnificence, into the marketplace. To say that
this interaction changed my life is an understatement. The
two women welcomed me into their world, one of the sacred
mysteries involving autism. As our friendship grew, I was
astonished by their story. When their book failed to get the
messages out into the mainstream, they asked me to write
their story.
After denying them once, when they asked a second time,
I agreed to write a novel inspired by their lives and the lives
of other autistics I had the honor of meeting. Their story is so
out of this world, I thought, Why not write it as fiction? Maybe
then their truth would be less threatening.
That book is The Unsuspected Heroes, the story of a young
autistic girl who is an Ascended Master reincarnated with
autism. Her autism is her chosen disguise to hide from dark
forces so that the Autists can work without interference to
do their part in the planetary ascension. While that book is
visionary fiction, it is about the Autists’ work on the planet.
5
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For those unfamiliar with the term, the Ascended Masters
are beings who ascended to the higher realms (dimensions)
in earlier lifetimes. There are many Masters, but we are often
only familiar with Jesus, Mother Mary, Buddha, Anna, St.
Germaine, and St. Francis in our western world. The simple
truth, however, is that there are many others. And many
Masters have chosen to return to our planet to assist in what’s
happening as we face humanity’s spiritual evolution.
At one point in my life, I attended an introductory intuition
training workshop and saw substantial growth in my creativity.
Because of this, I completed the Association for Research and
Enlightenment (A.R.E.) Edgar Cayce Institute for Intuitive
Studies Wayshower’s program.
During this intuition and psychic training, I had several
professional psychic readings as part of the courses, and a
couple of readings revealed some interesting information. One
psychic said I would have access to the Akashic records one day
and write books that would reveal Truths to heal consciousnesses. The Akashic records are a compilation of all past, present, and future thoughts, events, emotions, and intentions of
all lifeforms encoded in the ethers. Another psychic called me
a healer, not a “hands-on” type healer but one who would heal
on a planetary level.
While these comments were memorable, they never hit
home with me until recently. Two of the contributors to this
book are Connie and her son, Daniel. Daniel is one of the
autistics who inspired The Unsuspected Heroes. When I first
6
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met Connie and her family, there was an instant trust between
us. I recall sharing some things about myself that I hadn’t
shared with anyone. I am usually very private, so this was out
of character.
Likewise, as I became more involved with researching and
writing The Unsuspected Heroes, my interactions with Connie,
her husband, and Daniel increased. During this early “getting
to know you” period, the family shared many personal and
private stories with me. At some point, I asked why they trusted
me with their information. Connie turned to Daniel and asked
him why they felt so comfortable sharing with me.
Daniel, an Ethereal Autist who works in the ethers with
energies, communicates through facilitated communication. He answered, “Because she is the Medicine
Woman.”
Facilitated communication (FC) is a supported typing
method that helps some nonspeaking autistics communicate.
Because many autistics do not fully physically embody, and
most of their essence remains in the higher dimensions, they
are not always in control of their bodies, making simple typing
difficult. In FC, a facilitator holds and stabilizes the autistic’s
wrist, hand, or arm so that the autistic types. The facilitator does
not guide the autistic but provides slight resistance so that the
autistic points to the keys with more accuracy.
I knew it was imperative to get the Ethereal Autists’ story
into the world. But it was only recently, during the launch of
The Unsuspected Heroes, that I connected Daniel calling me
7
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the Medicine Woman with the earlier psychic readings about
accessing the Akashic records and writing books revealing
Truths to heal the planet. I now know it is the Ethereal Autists
who have access to the Akashic records, and it is my honor to
share the information with the world in the hopes that it heals
the planet.
Historically, books communicating truths or information
that certain parties did not want to have shared were confiscated and burned to prevent the material from being read.
These acts occurred in our ancient past, Middle Ages, and
happen even today. It is censorship. Another form of control
not often discussed is algorithmic censorship.
Algorithms control what we can find on the internet. Every
day we search our computers or phones with search engines
like Google, Bing, or Yahoo. And we search for products and
books with search engines like Amazon, the largest online
e-commerce retailer.
As an SEO specialist during my daytime job, I know that
people manipulate algorithms, and the algorithms change all
the time. The algorithms control which products rank, in other
words, which products you see when you search for something.
Some books can be published and listed correctly with appropriate SEO factors yet never rank.
You found this book somehow, and I am incredibly grateful
for your attention to this material. I ask a favor, however. If
you find this material interesting and helpful on your ascension journey, would you please share the information with
8
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those you know who would benefit from it? This information is
important and needs to be understood. I trust people to spread
the news, not computer-implementable instructions.
I do not want anyone to get the impression that I am asking
you to follow us. If this information resonates and you are eager
to learn more, I hope you read the visionary fiction books,
beginning with The Unsuspected Heroes, as they are full of
insights. I will continue that series, sharing truths in fiction
as more is revealed to me. More importantly, I hope this book
opens you to your Truth. If you have not opened that door to
your Christic Consciousness, I invite you not to follow but join
us on this journey, destination New Earth.
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CHAPTER 2:

The Paies
Cing Together
It doesn’t matter how slow you go,
so long as you do not stop!
—Confucius

OVER TWENTY YEARS AGO , I was at a conference with a

friend, and she was walking me to my hotel room. While we
walked the hallway, my friend’s voice changed, and she started
saying things that didn’t make sense to me.
She repeatedly said, “Alex, you are special. You need to
get moving.”
I always cringe at the word “special.” I’ve always believed
that either no one is special or everyone is special. But I let that
part pass and asked, “Why do I have to get moving?”
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“Because we need to raise the consciousness of the planet!”
she said seriously.
I had no idea what she was saying. After the conference, I
sent her a note reminding her of our conversation and asked
what she meant by raising the planet’s consciousness. She was
clueless and did not remember that part of our conversation.
How could she not? The chat was so unusual and stayed
with me. I didn’t understand what she meant.
When I shared this story with Connie, she reminded me
that Autists “talk” through other people to deliver messages.
She indicated that she was aware that Daniel had done this
a few times. Could it have been an Ethereal Autist? When I
look back, I realize it wasn’t the first time I received messages
in this manner.
Today, the phrase “raise the consciousness of the planet”
seems so popular, so much so that it has become a cliché and lost
meaning. But I don’t want to assume you know what it means.
There is a change occurring on our planet.
That change impacts all of us, and all of us affect the change.
Humankind has a crucial role in this change.
That change is a planetary shift in consciousness.
Consciousness is the awareness of the self, thoughts, beliefs,
feelings of the world around us. There is much discussion in
the various texts about what it means to raise consciousness.
Can we consider for a moment that raising consciousness
is to elevate our vibration of who we are from an energetic
perspective?
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Everything is energy. Energy vibrates and oscillates at a
specific speed and frequency. Frequency is the rate at which
the energy vibrates. Everything, including humans, has a
vibrational frequency. The higher the vibrational frequency,
the greater one experiences peace, joy, and clarity. As our
frequency rises, we can shift our awareness of ourselves to
new levels.
The shift in consciousness is known by other names, like
planetary ascension, the paradigm shift, humanity’s spiritual
evolution, but my favorite is the New Earth. There are books by
many others on the New Earth, from religious leaders, philosophers, academics, and those with more letters after their names
than me. So, what does this book provide that makes it unique?
Hang on.
The first Autist to reach out to me was Lyrica Marquez, who
communicates with her mother through facilitated communication. This mother and daughter communication evolved over
decades and eventually integrated telepathy with supported
typing. Telepathy is communicating through extrasensory
means or from one mind to another. Some may refer to it as
mind reading.
Daniel only began using the typing process in 2014, so he
types slower than Lyrica, who is about twenty years older. After
I started working on The Unsuspected Heroes, I learned that
Daniel would rate books for accuracy. The highest grade for a
book I remember him giving at the time was an eight, meaning
80 percent of the information in that book was accurate. That
12
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book was Anna, Grandmother of Jesus by Claire Heartsong.
When Daniel’s mother, Connie, sat down to read Heartsong’s
text aloud so that Daniel could hear, he typed, “I know this
story already but love hearing it again.”
At the time, this threw Connie since she had never read the
story to him.
I began researching and writing The Unsuspected Heroes in
2014. I was on a mission to seek Truths and reveal them in a less
threatening way than nonfiction. I wanted to plant seeds. With
it, I started reading many books on spiritual evolution, God,
creation, the soul, multidimensionality, aliens, and spiritual
gurus throughout history. From these texts, I’d pose questions
to Daniel through Connie. Unfortunately, this process was long
and tedious. My only way to Daniel was through his mother.
With nearly a thousand miles separating us and telepathy not
being my strength, I soon realized that writing The Unsuspected
Heroes would take years.

ENTER SHAUNA KALICKI, THE CHANNEL
In 2016, while in Colorado preparing for a Peru adventure,
I went through the Munay Ki shamanic initiation rites. One of
the women performing the rituals was Shauna Kalicki. After
one ceremony, Shauna approached me and shared that she
sensed a powerful male presence around me while performing
an initiation. Later, she shared that it was Archangel Metatron.
13
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Before that trip to Peru, my dear friend Lyrica had entered
hospice because her body was shutting down. Shauna had made
a last-minute decision to join the group I was traveling with, and
while in Peru, we engaged in many conversations. During those
one-on-one discussions, I shared that I was writing books revealing how Autists work selflessly behind the scenes on humanity’s
spiritual evolution. In a quiet moment on Machu Picchu, I asked
Shauna if she sensed that Lyrica would transition soon.
She tuned in and heard a resounding, “No! She’s not going
to pass.”
As I write this, Lyrica has not transitioned. However, she
has teetered between life and death throughout her embodiment and ascension process on more than one occasion. She
writes about her experiences in her 2021 book, Lyrica’s Journey
of Ascension.
When I returned from my Peru adventure, I agreed to
reconnect with Shauna to discuss our trip experiences. After
continuing our conversations, I suspected that Shauna had
a past life connection with Daniel. She shared that she was
an apprentice of a well-known mythic figure that I knew was
Daniel in a past life. I shared the information with Daniel,
who confirmed that he knew Shauna and called her Rasew. He
even typed a message, instructing his mother to send Shauna
a sacred oil his father had created. While called Sophia Oil,
Daniel later revealed in a telepathic message, “Perhaps another
name would be Mary’s oil or Magdalene oil, not suggesting that
the name be changed … perhaps an alignment to this idea.”
14
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When Connie mailed the oil to Shauna, Daniel typed,
“Sacred oil on the way to the Gatekeeper,”
creating even more mystery to the connection between Daniel
and my new friend.
For some reason, I am a connector. I see this now; throughout my life, I have connected people. It became clear that
Shauna had work to do with more than one member of our
small group. She connected with Daniel and another Autist
named Leilah, who had been quiet in our group for quite some
time.
In an email, Shauna shared with a group of us her mystical
experiences when using the Sophia Oil. She explained that she
worked with Archangel Michael, St. Germaine, Lord Maitreya,
and other Ascended Masters. That group included the parents
of three Autists.
Shortly after receiving Shauna’s email, Leilah’s mother
replied to the group with a note from Leilah. “Dear Shauna,
I pray for your continued awakening. Please
open your heart to me, and I will visit. I
can help you. Love everlasting, Leilah.”
Leilah came out of her shell and began sending Shauna
emails through her mother. Shauna came on board, interested in exploring Truths I would reveal in The Unsuspected
Heroes and its sequels. She demonstrated psychic abilities and
picked up messages from Archangels. But our discovery took
a substantial turn in 2018 when she and I were on a hike, and
Shauna suddenly said, “Leilah is here.”
15
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Given that Leilah lived nearly two thousand miles away,
and they had never met in person, I was a bit skeptical yet curious. At the time, I was researching The Ra Material (The Law
of One) for The Unsuspected Heroes and had many questions.
I knew these high vibrational Autists had the answers. “If you
have Leilah’s attention,” I asked Shauna, “can she answer some
questions on the Law of One?”
Leilah answered a series of questions through Shauna,
and then I asked if Leilah would help us get information for
our books. She agreed, with the caveat that Daniel would
need to verify the information that we received and that
codenames were to be used to assure that Shauna was speaking with her (Leilah) and that I, for some unknown reason,
be present.
Before I considered this, I needed to confirm that Shauna
had spoken with Leilah. Shortly after our hike, I wrote to
Leilah’s mother and said that her daughter showed up to
Shauna psychically. I asked if she could verify this with Leilah.
Very quickly, I received an email back.
Hi Alex,
I just asked Leilah if she knew who emailed me yesterday, and she typed, “I talked to Shauna on Sunday, and
she understood me.” She didn’t want to add more, but it
seems like they made a connection!

16
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Our fiction series was now moving and shaking! With the
Autist talking telepathically to Shauna, this psychic communication saved us much time. We began sessions where Shauna
would go into a meditative trance, and I would ask questions
and record the sessions. Connie would transcribe the sessions
and ask Daniel for verifications.
Shortly after Shauna began conversing with the Autists,
mostly Leilah and Daniel, though Lyrica came in from time to
time, Shauna began channeling messages from Archangels and
Ascended Masters, including Archangel Michael, Metatron,
Anna, the grandmother of Jesus, Joachim, Mother Mary, Jesus,
Mary Magdalene, and others. These communications went on
until October 2018, and then one day in a channeling session,
a voice came through and said, “This is Cerian.”
We learned that Cerian is a conscious, sentient, collective
expression of an energetic field or vibrational pattern of beings
from the sixteenth dimension. It is a collective consciousness speaking through one voice, similar in scope to The Ra
Material: Law of One. “I am Ra” is a sixth-dimension collective
expression channeled by Carla Rueckert in the 1980s.
Why Cerian came to the party also proved to be interesting.
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CHAPTER 3:

Who Is Rasew?
This book is about the awakening of the here
and now rather than the future state.
—Daniel

WHEN SHAUNA CAME INTO THE FOLD , Daniel never

called her by her name. Instead, he has always called her Rasew
(sounds like RAZU). For the longest time, we assumed that it
went back to a past life. Although we are still not clear, it may
go back to Cerian. After Cerian made its entry, we had a channeling and brought in Daniel.
Daniel shared in that channeling, “Rasew and I share a
higher aspect. It is Cerian. It is easier for the channel, Rasew, to
access Cerian. Sometimes I may be busy in an alternate reality
known as ‘Daniel,’ but my higher self and Rasew’s higher self
can tap into each other much more readily than if we call in

WHO IS RASEW?

myself or if we ask Rasew to call in herself and her higher self
to connect with me.”
Think of the higher self as the soul. The soul is multidimensional and has multiple experiences in various dimensions at
the same time. Both Shauna and Daniel have an existence as
an aspect of Cerian, an energetic pattern within the sixteenth
dimension. During our channelings, it was easier for Shauna
to connect with Cerian than for her to link up with Rasew to
get a hold of Daniel.
When Shauna channels Daniel, he shows us time and
space, and individuality; in other words, Daniel is there. When
channeling Cerian, another aspect of Daniel and Shauna, they
are both there. It is a shared consciousness and experience, and
they can both readily tap into it.
After explaining it, Daniel said, “This is why we would
suggest using Cerian; it is a good channel.”

OUR ROLES FOR THIS BOOK
This book is nonfiction. It shares what the New Earth is
now, not in the future, but on our planet today.
Our group took the gathering of the information and writing
of this book seriously. We started with Connie, Shauna, and me,
and then Daniel quickly jumped in—in many different ways.
Connie and I generated questions, guiding where the
book would go. Shauna provided the foundation of the
19
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content through channeling sessions in which I interviewed
her. During the information gathering, Shauna connected
primarily with Cerian, Mother Mary, and Daniel. Connie
transcribed the channelings and sought accuracy ratings
from Daniel. Throughout this process, Connie and I also
intuitively discerned the information. Daniel provided not
only ratings but encouraged direction on future channelings
and provided comments. Those comments are shared in this
book with a different font to demonstrate it
was through facilitated communications. In
comparison, dialogue from Daniel is mainly from a channeling
session (unless noted).
Once the channeling sessions were complete and transcribed,
I took the highly-rated content and wrote the book using inner
guidance. As you will see, Connie provided other stories as well.
Given that my education was in science, I applied scientific
principles to ensure that we did not bias the channel or the
generated information. Shauna did not know the book’s subject
matter or the questions until I asked her during the sessions.
She also was not privy to the transcripts or recordings until the
content was complete.
We all took great care to gather this information and deliver
it in a way that may open a newcomer to spiritual concepts yet
provide unique content to satisfy those who have been on the
path for years. As noted earlier, we have included an extensive
glossary at the back of this book to support your understanding
and journey.
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WHAT IS CHANNELING?
A medium is a specific type of psychic who mediates
communication between individuals and spirits or other-dimensional entities. This process of communication is known as
channeling. For quite some time, Shauna’s communication was
psychic, where she would relay what she saw, felt, and heard.
In 2018, a small group, including Shauna and me, went
to Chaco Canyon to perform a summer solstice ceremony.
Shortly after that ritual, Shauna surprised me when she entered
a trancelike state during a session, and Mother Mary spoke
through her.
Some mediums retain awareness of the events, whereas a
trance medium generally goes into a trance and does not retain
an understanding of the discussion. As I understand it, Shauna
can come out of a session with some awareness of the session,
but the details generally escape her.
After Cerian emerged in late 2018, most of the information from our sessions came from this sixteenth-dimensional
collective. My experience interviewing Shauna for this book
was different from our earlier work together. For this book,
most of the material came from channeling Daniel, though
Cerian, Mother Mary, and other entities would observe and
join in at times.
Perhaps Daniel’s interest was because his mother, Connie,
took a pivotal role in transcribing the sessions. Then, of course,
she’d ask him to verify the information. I think it goes deeper
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than that, however. I believe the information contained herein
needs to come out and is important for humanity’s contribution in bringing the New Earth awareness to a new level. I
learned how critical Daniel’s role was in verifying the material
when a trickster entity hijacked one session.

CHANNELING A TRICKSTER
When Cerian and Daniel came in during one session,
another entity, who claimed to be an aspect of Daniel, stole
the show. Shauna later shared what she had been experiencing
during the channeling. In the beginning, Daniel worked on
Shauna’s third eye. With a finger, he spiraled her forehead, and
suddenly Shauna saw in much more vivid detail and proceeded
to describe this newcomer with great clarity. The entity claimed
to be an angel named Daveed.
I asked the first question and knew it wasn’t Daniel.
Shauna’s mannerisms, speech, and the length of the answers
were different. When Daniel speaks, Shauna’s head frequently
oscillates or swings back and forth at a steady speed. His
answers are usually very concise. When Cerian speaks, it uses
the first-person plural pronoun “we,” and the information is
typically lengthier than Daniel. The others also have different
descriptors.
After a lengthy opening statement, I knew Shauna wasn’t
channeling Daniel. “Who’s speaking?” I asked.
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“This is Daveed.”
Daveed introduced himself as an angelic aspect of Daniel.
After the channeling, Shauna explained that this newcomer would
speak, and Daniel would pop in, replacing Daveed. This back-andforth morphing continued throughout the channeling.
Typically, after a channeling session, I send the audio file to
Connie and wait for the transcription. The morning after this
session, though, I messaged Connie to ask Daniel if an aspect
of him claiming to be an angel came into the channeling.
His response was, “No. It was a trickster. Be
careful.”
Daniel instructed Connie not to listen to the channeling,
adding that the information was not for our book.
I share this to show how vital Daniel’s role became in this
project. Other entities claiming to work for the light can take
over channeling sessions even after we’ve called in protection
and invoked only the highest and best good. There is some logic
to their appearance, in that the tricksters provide the “highest
and best good” for themselves. Daniel is a safeguard to ensure
other entities do not taint the information shared.

DANIEL’S COMMENTS ON THIS BOOK
In one channeling, Daniel wanted to share information
about this book, and I share it here. The words in quotes are
Daniel’s messages.
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“Energetically, we see lights shining around the books
coming out. This book is about the Autists and the awakening
of the here and now rather than the future state.”
There is much information published about the New Earth.
Many of these books suggest that an event will occur, and then
we’ll be on the New Earth. They speak more to the future. We
are here to tell you that the New Earth is here now.
“The book is about humanity’s accountability to themselves
and not pushing it out to somebody else to fix it.”
Each of us is responsible for our awakening, and we can’t
expect a savior to come in and save us.
“The Autist Collective works very closely with humankind,
but humankind must step up and take accountability for what
they have created and what they choose to create.”
We are all creators of our reality. If we don’t like what we
see, it’s our responsibility to own that we’ve created it and
fix it.
“The Autist Collective is here to assist, but our work alone,
without humanity being accountable for its sovereignty, will
not matter if humanity does not take the needed steps to look
at themselves and do the work.”
Doesn’t this sound like you can lead a horse to water, but
you can’t make them drink? The Autist Collective is a group
of Ethereal Autists who work around the planet to awaken
humanity, but humanity has to make the choice.
“Humanity is accountable for its sovereignty. It is your
birthright.”
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You are a sovereign being. Live your life as you will. You
are a supreme being, but not to any other. You are unique and
have a right to individuality, free of the illusion that you are
separate from Source. Accept ownership of your entire self,
including your shadows.
“We see that these books can be a portal for many, and you
have behind you the Autists, not only of planet Earth but of
various realms, galaxies, universes that are here to assist with
this. Know this, be aware of this, and continue to work on this.
It is important!”
Consider that this book is a doorway or a bridge to understanding a new perspective. Be open to the miracles it will
ignite within.
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